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An island-wide predator manipulation
reveals immediate and long-lasting
matching of risk by prey

John L. Orrock1 and Robert J. Fletcher Jr2

1Department of Zoology, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53704, USA
2Department of Wildlife Ecology and Conservation, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611, USA

Anti-predator behaviour affects prey population dynamics, mediates cascading

effects in food webs and influences the likelihood of rapid extinctions. Predator

manipulations in natural settings provide a rare opportunity to understand

how prey anti-predator behaviour is affected by large-scale changes in preda-

tors. Here, we couple a long-term, island-wide manipulation of an important

rodent predator, the island fox (Urocyon littoralis), with nearly 6 years of

measurements on foraging by deer mice (Peromyscus maniculatus) to provide

unequivocal evidence that prey closely match their foraging behaviour to the

number of fox predators present on the island. Peromyscus maniculatus foraging

among exposed and sheltered microhabitats (a measure of aversion to preda-

tion risk) closely tracked fox density, but the nature of this effect depended

upon nightly environmental conditions known to affect rodent susceptibility

to predators. These effects could not be explained by changes in density of

deer mice over time. Our work reveals that prey in natural settings are cogni-

zant of the dynamic nature of their predators over timescales that span many

years, and that predator removals spanning many generations of prey do not

result in a loss of anti-predator behaviour.
1. Introduction
Anti-predator behaviour affects prey distribution [1–4], prey population

dynamics [5,6], mediates cascading effects in food webs [5,7], may alter the

course of biological invasions [8] and influences the likelihood of rapid extinctions

[9]. The degree to which prey exhibit anti-predator behaviour is a function of

many factors, such as prey hunger, the distance to refuge habitat, predator

hunting mode and the density of predators [5,9–14]. Understanding how anti-

predator behaviour of prey is affected by the density of predators is especially

important because the large-scale and widespread loss of top predators has led

to shifts in ecosystem function, health and stability [15], which has catalysed pro-

posals to reintroduce predators into regions from which they have been extirpated

[16]. Although anti-predator behaviour can influence the persistence of prey and

predators, and although changes in the abundance of top predators are increas-

ingly widespread, it remains unclear whether prey behaviour closely tracks

predator abundance in natural systems over time [17,18]. This gap is likely due,

in part, to the difficulty of manipulating predator abundance and observing

changes in prey behaviour over timescales that are ecologically relevant.

Predator manipulations in natural settings, although rare, provide a unique

and powerful opportunity to understand how prey anti-predator behaviour is

affected by large-scale changes in predators that are typical of contemporary eco-

logical communities [15,16]. Islands are excellent systems for understanding

evolution [19,20] and predator–prey dynamics [21,22]. Island systems may be

particularly useful in the context of the ecology and evolution of anti-predator

behaviour [23,24], because dynamics of predators and prey can often be known

with greater precision than in mainland systems, because islands have relatively

discrete system boundaries compared with more open mainland systems. Here, we

leverage the strength of both approaches by using the island-wide manipulation of
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Figure 1. Long-term changes in the island-wide density of a top predator, the island fox (U. littoralis). Fox abundance was dramatically reduced in 1998 just prior to
the initiation of a captive breeding programme that removed all foxes from the wild in 2000. The dashed line just prior to 2005 indicates when foxes were released
back into the wild. (Online version in colour.)
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a top predator to examine how changes in prey anti-predator

behaviour respond to changes in the density of a top predator.

We examined the anti-predator behaviour of deer mice

(Peromyscus maniculatus) on San Miguel Island for nearly 6

years following a period of long-term, island-wide reduction

of an important rodent predator, the island fox (Urocyon littora-
lis). Following a precipitous population decline (figure 1) [25,26],

remaining foxes were removed from the wild and held as part of

a captive breeding programme [27]. By examining the anti-pred-

ator behaviour of island mice over a 6-year period following the

reintroduction of foxes from the wild, we use a system where

the abundance of a primary rodent predator is known to provide

a relatively long-term perspective on the degree to which prey

behaviour responds to changes in the density of top predators.
2. Material and methods
(a) Study system
Deer mice are the only abundant terrestrial rodent on San Miguel

Island [28]. The only terrestrial predator of deer mice is the island

fox, U. littoralis. Evidence suggests that island foxes are strong

agents of selection on mice: mice can comprise a substantial frac-

tion of fox diet [27], mice on fox-free islands are often much more

abundant than mice on the mainland [28] and when foxes were

removed from the wild, mouse populations reached densities

that were greater than those observed in mainland systems

[27,28]. Moreover, relaxed selection over evolutionary timescales

has presumably led to the loss of responses to fox cues on an

island where rodents have existed without foxes for over 6000

years [29]. Avian predators (owls, hawks and harriers) also con-

sume P. maniculatus and were present for the duration of this

study, yet no comprehensive data were available on changes in

avian predator densities over time (see Discussion).

Fox abundance data and rodent abundance data were obtained

from published reports from the National Park Service [30]; see the

electronic supplementary material for additional information.

These data were used to evaluate whether temporal variation

in prey behaviour was driven by changes in fox abundance

(figure 1), as well as density-dependent mechanisms (see below).

(b) Quantifying rodent foraging
We used foraging trays to quantify giving-up densities to assess

risk perception by rodents [31]; see the electronic supplementary

material for additional information regarding this approach.
Rodent foraging was assessed over eight periods spanning

6 years: 6–8 February 2005; 24–29 March 2005; 17–21 November

2005; 8–10 February 2006; 28 February–4 March 2007; 2–6 May

2007; 16–23 June 2009; 16–22 February 2011. Because rodent

foraging can be sensitive to nightly climatic conditions that

affect predation risk, such as changes in moon illumination, pre-

cipitation and overcast conditions [32–34], we classified each

night of foraging observations as safe (i.e. fraction of the moon

illuminated less than 0.5 or rainfall more than 0.001 mm) or

risky (i.e. nights with no precipitation and high moon illumina-

tion). This dichotomous classification is strongly supported by

the bimodal nature of our data (see the electronic supplementary

material and figure S1 for additional information).

Foraging trays were translucent round plastic containers

(21 cm diameter, 16 cm height) with translucent plastic lids [33].

Two holes were cut in the side of each foraging tray to allow

rodent entry; lids and the small size of entry holes likely precluded

foraging by avian granivores (no signs of bird foraging in the trays

were ever observed over the course of this work). Foraging

trays were provisioned with 1 dram of heat-sterilized millet

seeds (4.73+0.03 g of seeds, N ¼ 39) mixed with 0.47 l of sand.

Pairs of foraging trays were established at eight sites within an

area of approximately 50 � 50 m; all pairs of trays were separated

by at least 10 m to reduce the likelihood that the same individuals

were foraging among multiple pairs of trays (see the electronic

supplementary material). For each pair, one foraging tray

was located in a sheltered microhabitat (below a shrub, Lupinus
chamissonis) and the other foraging tray was located less than

1 m away, in an exposed microhabitat outside of the cover of the

shrub. We selected this study area because it is representative of

one of the dominant habitat types on the island, and it is also a

habitat type where there is a clear distinction between risky and

safe microhabitats. Trays were visited daily, remaining seeds

were collected and trays were recharged with fresh seeds. This

design is commonly used to examine anti-predator behaviour

because it manipulates predation risk while holding other costs

of foraging constant [31,32], such that the difference between fora-

ging trays in sheltered and exposed habitats are robust to changes

in background food availability and small mammal density

[4,31,32,35]. However, absolute values of foraging in both exposed

and sheltered habitats may be affected by rodent density [36];

all fox and rodent foraging data are presented in the electronic

supplementary material.

While these foraging data are designed to interpret predation

risk in rodents, understanding the extent to which rodents changed

in abundance over time with fox abundance is also of interest for

understanding whether density-dependent changes in foraging

were occurring. We use rodent abundance data collected by the
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Figure 2. (a) After fox reintroduction in late 2004, behaviour indicating aver-
sion to predation risk, measured as the difference in rodent foraging between
exposed and sheltered microhabitats, became more evident as the abundance
of foxes increased on nights when foraging conditions were safe (higher
values on the y-axis indicate that rodents foraged less in the risky exposed
microhabitat relative to the sheltered microhabitat, i.e. these data are the
differences in the log-transformed values of overall foraging presented in
(b,c)). On nights when climatic conditions are typically safer for foraging
rodents, rodents exhibited a foraging preference for sheltered microhabitats
over exposed microhabitats. Patterns of mouse foraging in exposed and shel-
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National Park Service as an independent measure to determine

whether foxes affected rodent abundance and whether rodent

abundance was linked to patterns in anti-predator behaviour we

observed from foraging trays.

(c) Statistical methods
We used general linear mixed models to evaluate changes in

rodent foraging for nights with risky foraging conditions and

nights with safe foraging conditions. We fit two types of models.

First, we considered the log-transformed difference in rodent fora-

ging between sheltered and exposed trays as a response variable,

including sampling session and the interaction of session with

day of sampling within a session and sampling site as random

effects and fox abundance (log-transformed), risky versus safe

night (night) and the interaction of fox abundance and night as

fixed effects. The log-transformed difference between sheltered

and exposed micohabitats reflects the change in foraging attribu-

table to predation risk [32] and is thought to be less sensitive to

changes in rodent density [35], as confirmed by our analyses (see

Results; see also the electronic supplementary material). Second,

we also considered the absolute value of seeds remaining in each

tray as a response variable, with fox abundance, microhabitat

(sheltered versus exposed) and the interaction of fox abundance

and microhabitat as fixed effects, and the same random effects as

above. To simplify model structure for this second model type,

we fit separate models for nights with risky conditions (i.e.

nights without precipitation or high moon illumination) and for

nights with safe conditions (i.e. nights with precipitation or low

moon illumination). Because data taken at the same site on con-

secutive days within a session may not be independent, we

evaluated the fit of modelling the residual covariance among

days within a session by comparing a first-order autoregressive

structure, a compound symmetric structure and a variance com-

ponents structure. Overall, a compound symmetric structure

(assuming a constant temporal dependence among days) fit the

data best based on model selection criteria (Akaike’s information

criterion, adjusted for sample size, all best models more than 2.2

AICc units better than first-order autoregressive and variance

components models); results shown come from this model struc-

ture. We use the Kenward–Rogers approximation to determine

appropriate degrees of freedom for hypothesis tests [37].

We used correlation analysis to evaluate the potential

relationships between the abundance of foxes, the abundance

of rodents while we were collecting foraging data and giving-

up density data collected from foraging trays. To further interpret

whether fox-mediated changes in rodent density were affecting

our inferences, we also evaluated the mixed models described

above using rodent abundance as a covariate and allowing all

possible interactions. Because the inclusion of rodent abundance

was not significant in any of these models (all p . 0.37), we did

not include it in our final analyses.
tered microhabitats show that overall foraging decreased on both risky (b)
and safe nights (c) as fox abundance increased. However, the nature of fora-
ging among microhabitats was different depending upon whether the night
was safe or risky.
3. Results
The release of island foxes back into the wild starting in

November 2004 led to a steady increase in the total number

of fox predators on the island over the course of the study

(figure 1). Island mice rapidly altered their anti-predator

behaviour upon the reintroduction of foxes to the island

(figure 2a): the difference in foraging among exposed and

sheltered microhabitats, a measure of aversion to predation

risk [32], was significantly affected by fox density, but the

nature of this effect depended upon nightly environmental

conditions that are thought to affect rodent susceptibility

to predators (interaction between nightly environment and

fox abundance F1,36.7 ¼ 12.91, p ¼ 0.001; environment main
effect F1,26.8 ¼ 9.36, p ¼ 0.005, fox main effect F1,37.7 ¼ 0.77,

p ¼ 0.386). On clear, moonlit nights that are typically con-

sidered risky nights for foraging rodents because predators

may more readily detect and capture mice [38,39], rodent

foraging exhibited less aversion to predation risk as foxes

became more abundant (figure 2a). On nights with precipi-

tation or low moonlight, which are typically considered to

be relatively safe for rodent foraging [34], mouse foraging

was increasingly averse to predation risk as the number of

foxes increased (figure 2a).

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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The differences in rodent foraging on safe and risky nights

arose because of differences in patterns of usage among shel-

tered and exposed foraging microhabitats. On nights with

risky foraging conditions, rodents reduced foraging in both

exposed and sheltered microhabitats (figure 2b), but the

reduction in foraging occurred more rapidly in sheltered

microhabitats as fox abundance increased (interaction bet-

ween foraging microhabitat and fox abundance F1,80¼ 4.66,

p ¼ 0.034; foraging microhabitat main effect F1,80 ¼ 15.44,

p , 0.001, fox main effect F1,22.4 ¼ 2.06, p ¼ 0.165). On

nights when precipitation or low levels of moon illumination

likely reduced risk to rodents, there was a clear effect of fox

abundance affecting rodent foraging in both microhabitats

(figure 2c), but the reduction in foraging occurred more rapidly

in exposed microhabitats as fox abundance increased (inter-

action between foraging microhabitat and fox abundance

F1,93.1¼ 7.27, p ¼ 0.008; foraging microhabitat main effect

F1,92.5¼ 0.52, p ¼ 0.472, fox main effect F1,18.4¼ 7.57, p ¼ 0.013).

We found a significant negative correlation between our

estimate of fox density during foraging tray trials and mean

estimates of mouse abundance from National Park Service

data (r ¼ 20.78, p ¼ 0.021, d.f. ¼ 6; see the electronic sup-

plementary material). There was no significant relationship

between mean estimates of mouse abundance and rodent

anti-predator behaviour in foraging trays measured as the

mean log-transformed difference between sheltered and

exposed trays (r ¼ 0.46, p ¼ 0.26, d.f. ¼ 6).
4. Discussion
In finding that rodent anti-predator behaviour tracked the

island-wide abundance of a top predator over 6 years, our

results suggest that manipulations of predators at the large

scales that are typical of anthropogenic activities have direct

impacts on prey anti-predator behaviour over timescales that

span many years and several prey generations. Our results

have several implications. First, they illustrate that prey are

highly cognizant of risk in their environment and they use

this information to reduce their exposure to predators when

predators are more abundant. Second, contrasting patterns of

foraging between sheltered and exposed microhabitats on safe

and risky nights suggest that changes in rodent foraging may

reflect the joint action of both fox predators and avian predators.

Third, our results illustrate that relaxed selection on rodents

during the period of fox removal did not lead to a change

in rodent anti-predator behaviour, suggesting that preda-

tor manipulations in natural systems may not lead to loss of

anti-predator behaviour in prey over contemporary timescales.

Although theory suggests that prey should alter their be-

haviour to match the level of risk present in the environment

([32] and references therein), this prediction is rarely evalu-

ated in natural settings where the system-wide abundance

of a key predator is subject to experimental manipulation

over long timescales. Our findings suggest that mice are

indeed cognizant of the abundance of their fox predators,

and that the way mice respond to this increase in fox foraging

depends upon environmental context. Moreover, our long-

term time series provides support for changes in behaviour

predicted by theory and smaller scale studies [32]: within the

range of resources provided in our foraging trays (i.e. 4.73 g

of seeds), anti-predator behaviour of mice is asymptotic

(figure 2). This is especially apparent on safe foraging nights,
where rodents continue to forage heavily in sheltered microha-

bitats as they reduce allocation to risky exposed microhabitats

as fox abundance increases (figure 2c). On risky foraging

nights, the asymptotic nature of rodent foraging may also

reflect the absolute value of resources in a tray (i.e. rodents

are foraging very little in a tray, leaving nearly 4 g of seeds

behind). However, even on these nights, rodents left 3.48

(+0.68) g of seeds, suggesting that they consumed over 25%

of available seeds on risky foraging nights even when foxes

were abundant. Coupled with the even greater removal of

seeds on safe foraging nights when foxes were abundant (e.g.

consumption of over 35% of available seeds in exposed micro-

habitats and over 68% from sheltered microhabitats; figure 2c),

our findings suggest that rodent prey trade-off predation risk

against other activities that increase their fitness and that the

benefits of predation risk are eventually offset by the costs

(e.g. avoiding predation may also reduce access to food or

mates) or that interference among predators leads to diminish-

ing risk as the number of predators increases [40]. These results

suggest that mice must have some means of assessing fox

abundance; such information could come in the form of

increasing exposure to fox cues (e.g. faeces, urine) as foxes

become more abundant. The finding that rodents recognize

and avoid fox faeces on the study island [29] suggests that

this mechanism may be plausible.

The long-term nature of our study provides insight into

how prey shift allocation of foraging behaviour as the density

of fox predators is increasing and also yields an interesting and

initially counterintuitive result. On nights when clear weather

likely made foraging more risky for mice, the difference in

rodent foraging between sheltered and exposed microhabitats

is expected to increase as fox abundance (and thus predation

risk) increases because rodents should spend more time fora-

ging in safe microhabitats relative to risky ones [31,32]. On

nights when overcast conditions, low moon illumination, or

precipitation made foraging less risky for mice, we would

expect reduced differences between sheltered and exposed

trays, because overall foraging conditions are expected to be

equalized between these habitats on safe nights. However,

we find that the difference in foraging effort between sheltered

and exposed microhabitats decreased on risky nights (rather

than increased) as foxes became more abundant (figure 2b),

with the reduction in the difference being caused by a greater

decrease in foraging in sheltered microhabitats as fox abun-

dance increased (figure 2b). At least three alternative

hypotheses could explain this pattern. First, habitat quality

might, by chance, vary systematically during the course of

our study, leading to a reduction in foraging that is biased

towards sheltered microhabitats (because exposed micro-

habitats are presumably still more risky). However, this

hypothesis seems unlikely, as total precipitation input, a

measure of grassland productivity [41], was not correlated

with foraging in sheltered microhabitats (r ¼ 20.33, p ¼ 0.41,

d.f. ¼ 6) or correlated with fox abundance (r ¼ 0.37, p ¼ 0.37,

d.f. ¼ 6). Second, as there is evidence that foxes affect rodent

abundance [27,28], and mouse density was likely changing

during the course of our study (see Results), patterns in

rodent foraging we observed may be due to density-dependent

effects. Yet, the pattern we observed is not likely to be due to

differences in mouse density: theory and empirical data both

suggest that changes in rodent density should not alter the

difference in foraging between adjacent (1-m separation) shel-

tered and exposed microhabitats [31,32,35], which was also

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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confirmed by our data (see Material and methods, Results and

the electronic supplementary material, figure S2). Moreover,

the difference between sheltered and exposed microhabitats

on safe nights was increasing with fox abundance, which is

also inconsistent with density-mediated effects.

A third explanation for the patterns we observed is that

terrestrial fox predators are more effective than avian preda-

tors at attacking rodents in sheltered microhabitats below

lupine shrubs, such that sheltered microhabitats become

less safe as foxes become more abundant on the island,

especially on risky nights. Rodents may have responded to

this change in risk by reduced foraging in sheltered micro-

habitats (figure 2b). As sheltered microhabitats become

riskier due to changes in fox abundance, foraging in sheltered

microhabitats on risky nights eventually converges on the low

foraging activity in exposed microhabitats, where we expect

both foxes and avian predators to be generally more effective

at attacking a mouse (relative to sheltered microhabitats). Pred-

ator hunting mode has been found to have strong effects on

the foraging behaviour of shared prey in many taxa [13],

including rodents [42,43]. We conclude that the convergence

in rodent foraging activity between sheltered and exposed

microhabitats arises because sheltered habitats where rodents

are safe from avian attack are habitats where rodents might

still be attacked by foxes: although exposed habitats are

always risky because of foxes and avian predators, as fox

abundance increases, formerly safe sheltered microhabitats

also become more risky. While even sheltered microhabitats

may not be safe for rodents on risky nights, the reduction in

foraging on risky nights may have been offset to some

degree by the continued use of sheltered microhabitats on

safe nights (figure 2c), as predicted by models of optimal fora-

ging under temporal variation in risk [44]. Foxes on a nearby

island have been found to select lupine-dominated habitats

[45], suggesting that foxes may be successful at capturing

rodent prey in lupine-dominated habitats like the one used

in this study. Fox preference for lupine habitats may be further

increased if shifts in activity timing observed on some islands

in response to large raptors [46] are also leading to increased

time spent in sheltered lupine habitats.

The loss of anti-predator behaviour in evolutionary time

can have important contemporary consequences [23], such

as promoting the extinction of prey that have become naive

due to the loss of anti-predator behaviour [47]. Because

mice do not respond to fox cues on a nearby island that

does not contain foxes, but does contain owl predators [29],

relaxed selection resulting from loss of fox predators over

evolutionary timescales can lead to the lack of a response to
fox predators in island mice. However, our work shows

that, despite the loss of 99.75% of the historical fox popu-

lation for a period of time that spans approximately 24–28

prey generations (figure 1), rodent prey immediately and clo-

sely matched anti-predator behaviour to reflect the density of

newly reintroduced foxes (figure 2). This immediate match-

ing of risk by prey suggests that removals of top predators

may have minimal impact on the evolutionary loss of anti-

predator behaviour [48] over timescales spanning many

prey generations, providing new empirical insight on the

role of relaxed selection in affecting prey behaviour, an

important problem in evolutionary biology, conservation

and restoration [16,48,49].

Our work illustrates that prey are aware of the density of

their predators, and that they alter their foraging behaviour

accordingly. This work suggests that prey behaviour may

be sensitive to changes in predator density caused by

human activities and that shifts in prey behaviour may

occur quickly, creating the potential for complex indirect

effects to rapidly arise in systems once predators are manipu-

lated [15]. An additional conclusion is that evolutionary loss

of anti-predator behaviour did not occur over timescales of

relaxed selection (i.e. 24–28 rodent generations) that may

be relevant to contemporary problems in conservation

biology [50]. Our work also highlights several important

and interesting avenues for future work. For example, our

work suggests that there may be interesting differences in

the efficacy of fox and owl predators, at least from the per-

spective of a foraging rodent; future studies that evaluate

the effectiveness of fox and owl predators, as well as the poten-

tial for interactions among fox and owl predators, would be

very informative. Studies from other systems, where different

types of predators are being closely tracked, will also be infor-

mative for comparing with our results. For example, owls are

the only rodent predator on Santa Barbara Island [51], and

results from foraging studies currently being conducted on

that island (S. Thomsen 2014, personal communication) will

be informative for evaluating how density of avian predators

affect rodent foraging in the absence of fox predators.
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